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METTLE 2005 Forum and Showcase Evaluation 
The METTLE 2005 Forum and Showcase was held on November 10, hosted by Information and 
Education Services program of the Information Division. Its broad aim was to support community 
networking and sharing of ideas between University teachers, support staff and managers interested 
in the use of technology in teaching. Staff from Monash were also invited. The program built on the 
successful formats of 2003-4 events, but was this year moved to the Law Building. In response to 
feedback, the key issue forums were extended to allow more time for discussion and the formal 
University report session was omitted, allowing the event to finish by 2pm. 
 
Keynote speaker this year was Dr Kenn Fisher, Director of Learning Futures, Rubida Research Pty 
Ltd., speaking on “Creating an engaging campus environment: new models for learning spaces”. 
Kenn is the author of the recent report for the Melbourne Libraries looking at a 10 year, staged 
proposal to create innovative spaces which would integrate social, teaching and learning spaces for 
students and enable both collaborative and individual learning to take place.  
 
Key issues identified in the pre-METTLE climate survey were debated in three parallel forums: 

• The LMS: case studies and experiences from the Semester 2 pilot; 
• Going fully online with subjects: issues and approaches; 
• Faculty staff support models: finding the right balance. 

 
The poster session again provided an opportunity for teachers and support staff to showcase 42 best 
practices examples of teaching, educational research and support services.  
 
In summary, while the attendance was slightly down on last year, satisfaction with the event overall 
(93%) and venue (96%) increased. Participation by 268 registrants was spread from across different 
roles and faculty areas, with strong contribution from Information Division staff in support services. 
The new format forums proved overwhelmingly successful (96%) although the keynote message 
appeared to polarise the audience (77%). The poster session continues to be highly regarded (82%). 
There is clear evidence of personal benefits afforded by opportunities to network and exposure to a 
variety of activities from across the University, varying with respective individual role in teaching, 
support, educational research, coordination and in contribution as an event presenter.  
 
This document reports on outcomes and suggestions for future events and examines profiles and 
personal benefits reported by attendees.  

Overview of outcomes 
While professional development was a major objective, the pre-event planning process also 
provided an opportunity to monitor current staff concerns and issues; uncover activities; strengthen 
contacts and collaborations between Information Division and faculties; and align the program with 
current needs (refer to 2005 METTLE Climate Survey report). Additional resources for ongoing 
support were also generated summarised in Table 1.  
 
Documents and resources generated from the event are available at 
http://mettleweb.unimelb.edu.au/mettle/ and include: 
 
Keynote: summary, iLecture recording, slides  
Forums:  iLecture recordings and slides 
Poster session:  index and abstracts of posters, photos from the event 
 

http://mettleweb.unimelb.edu.au/mettle/
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Table 1. Overview of major outcomes flowing from the event. 

Phase Outcomes Resources generated 
METTLE climate survey: 
• Pre-event interviews with 

35 department heads, 
faculty coordinators, 
teachers, support staff 
Aug - Oct, 2005. 

• Alignment of program with needs; 
• qualitative survey of current issues; 
• ‘discovery’ of new examples of 

teaching, research and services; 
• fostered connections between 

Division and faculty staff. 

• 2005 METTLE climate 
survey report;  

• Climate Survey database 
covering 2003-5. 

METTLE 2005 event: 
• external keynote 

presentation,  
• three key issue forums 
• Poster session. 

• Background to the University’s plans 
for ‘learning hubs’; 

• Structured community discussions on 
three major identified key issues; 

• Opportunities for networking, 
development of collaborations; 

• Increased recognition for 
contribution for presenters.  

• Keynote and forum 
summaries, slides, 
iLecture recordings; 

• Case examples of 
contemporary teaching, 
research and support 
activities 2005-5. 

Post-event: 
• evaluation survey (n=75). 

• Intelligence generated for future 
METTLE and other event planning; 

• Negotiations developed with Monash 
staff to exchange seminar speakers, 

• METTLE Evaluation 
Report. 

Registration details 
268 registered (c/f 293 in 2004, 271 in 2003)  
20 of the 34 external registrants were from Monash. 
134 registered for all sessions. 
42 posters were presented, including 4 from Monash. 
The most popular key issue forum was the LMS case studies and experiences. 
There was a balance of representation of teaching and support roles, the latter from both the 
Division and faculties. 
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Table 2. Registration by faculty, role (*staff percentages based on 2004 faculty profiles) 
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Administration   1   1 2 4 13   3 2   8     34 
Research     1 1 4 2 2  5  1   16 
Student     1 11 1 6     1 1  21 
Support 2 1 2 3 1 8 31 1  2 1 13   65 
Teaching 1 1  1 1 7 3 2 1 12   3  32 
Teaching & 
research 1 6  8 9 8 2 6 3 9   11 1 64 
(blank)   3 1 1 3 2 11 2  5  4 4  36 

Total 4 12 3 16 28 34 68 13 7 35 1 27 19 1 268 

% of faculty* 4% 2% 1% 6% 7% - 16% 5% 5% 2% 2% - 3% 1%  

New staff: 1 1   1 3   3 1 1 4   2 1   18 
 
Session registrations (forums F1-3 held in parallel): 

Keynote 3 7 2 11 15 30 52 11 6 26 1 23 12 1 199 

F1. LMS 3 3 2 3 5 8 23 6 2 16   11 13   95 
F2. Online 
courses   2  5 5 11 10 6 2 8  4 2 1 56 
F3. Support 
models 1 4 1 3 5 8 15  1 6 1 8   53 

Poster 2 6 1 10 20 26 42 9 4 23 1 19 11 1 175 
 
Forum conveners & presenters involvement: 

Total  2 2 4 1  1 2  2   1  15 
 
Posters contributed (indicative classifications) 

Research      1   2     1 3  3    8 

Support  1 1 2 1  11      3  19 
Teaching 
practice  2  1 5 2 1 1  1  1   15 

Total  3 1 4 6 4 12 1 1 4  4 3  42 
 

Evaluation survey results 
Registrants were invited to complete an online anonymous evaluation survey four days after the 
event with 75 out of 268 responding (see Appendix 1: Survey form) 
 
Overall, 93% of respondents were satisfied or very satisfied (91% in 2004) 
Catering: 90% (93% in 2004) 
Venue: 96% (94% in 2004) 
77% thought the keynote session (Kenn Fisher) useful or very useful (94% in 2004) 
Forums: 96% (88% in 2004) 
Posters: 82%  (82% in 2004) 
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Table 3. Satisfaction with organisational aspects 

  Very satisfied Satisfied undecided Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied Total 
Overall 38 32 2 3  75 
Catering 29 36 3 1 3 72 
Venue 53 19 2 1  75 

Table 4. Usefulness of different sessions 

  very useful useful undecided disappointing very disappointing  

Keynote 23 21 7 4 2 57 

Forums 31 24  2  57 

Posters 21 33 9 2 1 66 
 

Personal outcomes reported 
Quantifying the more intangible personal benefits gained by attending METTLE is difficult, but 
important if the event is to be appropriately valued and improved. 
  
Table 5. What did you find of personal benefit from attending METTLE 2005? 

Benefit 
Non-poster 
presenters 

Poster 
presenters All 

Made useful new contacts 45% 58% 49% 
Gained useful ideas/feedback 73% 63% 69% 
Gained publicity for your activities/services 6% 58% 23% 
Opened the possibility of collaborating with others 35% 50% 40% 
Received recognition for your work 4% 29% 12% 
Improved your understanding of technology in teaching 65% 54% 61% 
Caught up with colleagues 49% 58% 52% 
Discovered potentially useful support services 47% 29% 41% 
 
Would you be interested in presenting a poster next year? 7 20 27 

Total 51 24 75 
 
A more detailed correlation analysis of the data suggests some defining characteristics for different 
classes of attendees. These are worth considering in future programs planning. 

• External attendees: looking for new contacts and collaborations; 
• Faculty staff: appear specially interested in services and establishing new contacts; 
• Information Division staff: interest in gaining publicity and connections with colleagues; 
• Educational research/evaluation roles: quite strong interest in gaining recognition 
• Support roles: appear to be looking for collaborations and connections with colleagues; 
• Teaching roles: characterised by an interest in new services and contacts; 
• Coordination roles: associated with interest in understanding and recognition. 
• Poster presenters: strongly characterised by interest in publicity, recognition and presenting 

at future events. 
 

Summary of open-ended comments 
Optional comments included in the survey underpin the above figures, suggesting different 
perspectives on the event and offer suggestions for the future. Full comments are in Appendix 2 
(available on request). The following selected quotes are intended to provide a general flavour of 
the more common responses. 
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Overall satisfaction with the event 
Overall, people appeared very satisfied with the event: the “best METTLE I have attended”, “Best 
yet. can't improve; “a very worthwhile event.”; “Fantastic”; “Well organised”  

Keynote session  
Kenn Fisher's keynote polarised people. Many found it “particularly inspiring”, “absolutely 
brilliant!” “stimulating and thought provoking”. Others found Kenn’s presentation style “hard to 
follow”, with “too many slides - went through them too quickly”. The content proved “provocative, 
mostly well-received, and provided a lot of food for thought”, but some thought the ideas 
“outdated”, or even “useless”. 

Forum sessions 
People complimented the “excellent speakers”,  “good range of points of view” and in depth 
presentation [on] some key issues/experiences”. The LMS session in particular was considered 
“very helpful”; it was “useful to see people's experiences of the LMS, what limitations and 
strengths it had”. Quite a number “would have liked to attend more than one forum”; “They all 
sounded great and it was hard to choose”.  

Poster session 
Many commented that it was  “Great to see what other people around the university are doing, and 
even within my own Faculty/area!”; a “great opportunity to network/discuss/share ideas.”; “A must 
see annual event”. There was “lots of diversity” and it was “very useful to see examples of teaching 
aids that I was unaware were available…” 
Some “didn't like the layout of the posters”, they were “far too spread out” and it was “hard to work 
out the purpose of some posters. Some “preferred some system of 'talking' posters - short 10 minute 
presentations around particular themes.” Suggestions for different poster topics were made. 

Suggestions for METTLE 2006 
Responses to the shift of METTLE to July in 2006 ranged from an “excellent idea” to “going well 
as it is”. Numbers noted the “conferences in this period” and “school holidays”, although others 
reported the same problem for November. Other suggestions included “vendor displays … to help 
sponsor the catering”; a “prize to encourage registrations and attendance”.  
Added value could come from “associated discussion forum … [to] facilitate flow-on effect”, or 
“some reflection about the lessons we have learned and therefore the implications for the future”. 
Several wanted short formal presentation, such as “a couple of 30 minute sessions of 5 minute 
talks”. Various suggests for improvement for catering were made. 

Personal outcomes 
Generally outcomes from attending related to “improved understanding of initiatives at the uni”. 
“Being able to talk to other technology-interested staff in my own Faculty was very useful – “to 
meet people over lunch who I wouldn't otherwise run into”; “I also learnt about resources within my 
own Division of which I had been previously unaware.” 
Some concrete outcomes were also reported, e.g. “Arranged a collaborative teaching unit with a 
colleague from another department”. 
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Appendix 1: Survey form 
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